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CHAPTER I 
HISTORICAL DEVELOPEMENT OF THE ANALYSIS 
OF STATICALLY INDETERMINATE PRESTRESSED 
CONCRETE BEAMS 
An analysis of continuous concrete beams was first undertaken 
by G. Magnel of Belgium (1 7 2). The analysis included continuous beams 
with equal spans worked out by virtual work method with reactions at 
supports selected as redur).dants. 
E. Freyssinet (3) of France7 contributed practical notes for 
designers on methods and applications to various continuous and dis-
continuous structures. 
A. L. Parme and G. H. Paris (4) , determined the redundant 
moments at the supports due to prestressing by one cycle distribution 
method. 
D. W. Cracknell and W. A. Knight (5) suggested the method of 
"cut" in their paper. By this method the beam is assumed to be cut at 
the points of support so that the moment continuity is destroyed. The 
relative slope of the ends of members meeting at the cut are easily 
obtained by area moment propositions 7 and the method proceeds direct-
ly to the determination of the moments required to re-establish con-
tinuity. 
E.G. Trimble (6) of England calculated the fixed end moments 
due to prestress and distributed these by Hardy Cross Method. 
Y. Guyon ( 7) investigated the pressure curves and their 
1 
2 
relation to the line of gravity due to resulting conditions imposed on the 
cable, the effect of the superposition of external loading, and several 
methods of determining "concordant" cable lines satisfying given con-
ditions. 
R. B. B. Moorman (8) introduced "the equivalent load method" 
for the analysis. The effect of cable tension can be expressed as dis-
tributed or concentrated load from the shape of the moment diagram 
due to prestress. The analysis becomes a simple matter of applying 
any ordinary method. 
A. E. Komendant (9) deserves special credit for discussing 
prestressed continuous truss girders. 
E. I. Feisenheiser (10) made use of the advantage of prestress-
ing combined with continuity in the determination of fixed end moment 
formulas for various conditions of prestressing; which helped to make 
combination feasible. The line of thrust and the kern boundary concepts 
are advocated for the use of design. 
Newmark (11, 12) applied his numerical procedure in analysis 
of continuous prestressed beams. The rotation of the beams over the 
supports can be determined by this procedure. 
Moorman 1s "equivalent load method" was applied to the moment 
distribution method by T. Y. Lin (13). 
Kao (14) presented the example of slope deflection method to 
prestressed continuous beams. 
The virtual work method with the support moments selected as 
redundants was used by the writer to present the example of Clapeyron's 
three moment equation to the extension of prestress. 
3 
Finally, the application of the Carry-Over concept originated 
by J. J. Tuma (15) was extended to prestressed concrete continuous 
beams by Munshi (16). 
CHAPTER II 
DERIVATIONS OF THE SELECTED METHODS 
Selected Methods: 
(II A) Virtual Work 
(II B) Carry Over 
(II G) Slope Deflection 
(II D) Moment Distribution 
Definition of Problem. 
The continuous prestressed beam of variable cross section 
acted on by a general system of transverse loads# with the pres-








The bending moment on any arbitrarily selected section of the 
basic structure ij can be written as: 
M (i) BM(i) x' + X + He = + M.L M.L X X 1 . J . 
x = o ...... L. J J 
( Eq 1-a) 
J 
Similarly: 
M (j) BM (j) + x' + X + He = M.L M.L X X J k 1 k 
(Eq 1-b) 
x = o--Lk 
The vertical reactions in terms of the end moments are: 
M. - M. 
R. = J 1 + BR. 1y L. 1y 
J 
(Eq 2-a) 
M. - M. 
R. = 1 J + BR. JY L. JY J 
(Eq 2-b) 






.. ,illll•'' 6 
CD~· --t~--_J 
Q) Basic Structure 
j 
~ He - . 
(He diagrahl is plotted by measur-
ing the cgs eccentricity from the 
cgc.) 
Bending Moment.· due, to 
Loads 
Bending Moment due to Mi 
Bending Moment due to M. 
' J 
Bending Moment due to 
Prestressing Force {H) 
Free Body Diagram of Span ij for Bending Moments. Fig .. 2 
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:~,BEAM FUNCTIONS TABLE I 
Fig. 3-a 




= G .. lJ 
~he Angular Flexibility (F ji) is the The Carry Over (Gij) is the end 
end slope of the simple beam ij at:· slope of the simple beam ij at i 
j due to a unit moment applied at ' . due to unit moment applied at the 





!, fi 2 x' dx 
Fij = 
L 2 EI 
X 
Angular Flexibility (F ij) is the end 
slope of the simple beam ij at j _ 
due to a unit moment applied at 




i x'x dx G .. L 2 EI = Jl X 
The Carry Over (G .. ) is the end Jl 
slope of the simple beam ij at j 
due to a unit moment applied at 
the far. end i. Fig. 3-b 





= 'T (L) 
ij 
Angular Load Function ('T. _(L) ) lJ 
is the end slope of the simple ·· , · 
beam·. ij at i-. due. to loads. 
. Fig. 3--c 
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TABLE I continued 
BM x· dx 
LEXI = 'T. _(L) X Jl 
Angular Load Function ('T .• CL) ) Jl 
is the end slope of the simple 
beam ij at j due to loads • 
Fig. 3-c 
Fig. 3-d Jj Hex' dx 
= 
(H) 
LEI 'T •. lJ X 
Angular Prestress Function 
('T. _(H) ) is the end slope of the lJ 
simple beam ij at i due to pres-
tress. Fig. 3-d 




Angular Prestress Function 
('rji(H) ) is the end slope of the 
simple beam ij at j due to pres-
tress.. Fig._ 3-d 
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( II A ) vmTUALWORK 
Derivation of Three Moment Equation 
The spansiJ and ]K of the continuous prestre.ssed beam are con ... 
sidereo;l. 
Neglecting the strain energy of shear;t, normal force and volume 
change.tc the total strain energy will be equal to the sum of the ener-
gies absorbed by each of the spans~ thus: 
( EQ II A-1) 
where: j 
J (Mx (i))2 dx u .. lJ 2EI X (EQ II A-2a) 
k ujki (Mx (j))2 dx 2EI 
X 
(EQ II A-2b) 
Selecting support moment M. as a redundant,. and applying 
J 
Castigliano1s First Theorem of minimum energy: 
a u .. k lJ 
a lJ .. tr= 
.. j 
i 












( ~-Q II A-4b) 
The.values M (i) and M (j) of EQ- la lb are differentiated 
X X # 














Substituting the results of EQ II A-5 • and the expressions for 
the bending moments from EQ la# lb into the EQ's II A-4a ~ II A-4b• 
and again substituting these results in EQ's II A--1, after expanding and 
rearranging: f Mfj j BM (i) x dx X X 1 dx MJ x 2 dx X + + L.EI L. 2 EI L. 2 EI J X J X J X + 
+ 
M{, k + ·x• 2 dx + ~~l X X 1 dx + Lk 2 E1x L 2 EI k X 
l.k~ H (j) x' dx e 
Lk EIX 
= 0 (EQ II A-6) 
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Replacing the integrals of the above equation by their nomencla-
ture of beam functions from (Table I) to EQ II A-6., the equation can be 
written as: 
M.G .. + M. (F .. + F.k) + MkGk. + 'T .. (L) + r.k(L) + r.i(H) + r.k(H) = 0 
1 lJ J J 1 J J J 1 J J J 
Denoting: 
and., 
(Fji + Fjk) 
(7 .. (L) : + Jl 
= BF. 
J 
T. (L }·'·¥·~ .. : = Jk f/ B ·-r. (L) J 
(T .• (H) + T. k (H) ) = B 'T. (H) Jl J J 
(EQ II A-7) 
(EQ II A-7a) 
.(EQJI A-7b) 
(EQ II A-7c) 
the general Clapeyron's Three Moment Equation,. with the introduction 
of the effect of prestrres1.3.,can be written in the final form as: 
MiGij . + Mj BFj + Mk Gkj + B'Tj (L) + B-rj (H) = O 
(EQ II A-8) 
By considering every pair of adjacent spans,. in a like manner., 
the required number of equations can always be written and solved 
simultaneously. 
12 
( II B ) CARRY OVER 
The three moment equation, EQ II A-8 is considered again: 








denoting: (T/H) + 1-/L)) 














(EQ II B-1) 
mj (EQ II B-1a) 
where m. is the starting 
J 
moment at j. 
(EQ II B-lb) 
where r .. is the carry over lJ 
factor from i to j. 
(EQ Il B-lc) 
where rkj is the carry over 
moment factor from k to j. 
Replacing these values in EQ II B-1 the final equation of the 
redundant moment becomes: 
M. = m. + M. r .. + Mk rk. 
· J J 1 lJ J (EQ II B-2) 
For a n-ppan continuous beam there are n-1 interior supports.t 
and n-1 moment equations in the above form,,may be written to solve 
the unknown support moments. By the algebraic carry over method 
each moment copsist of an infinite series~ convergent and geometric 
which is a basic series. 
13 
For a starting moment of m = 1,. and with carry over factors 
of b and c the procedure is shown for a three span bridge by the for..:;. 
lowing illustrative table. 
i k 1 
Illustrative Table: . 
Carry Over Procedure 
Supports 1 2 
C.O.F b-- -c 
~- M. 1 0 
l13t C. 0~ M. b 
2nd C .. O.M. be /.. 
Final Mom. 
The procedure of the algebraic carry over will be shown in 
greater detail in the numerical example. 
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( II - C) SLOPE- DEFLECTION 
Considering again the basic structure of span ij with the slope 
deflection - mom~nt distributio~ sign convention. ( Fig. 4 ): 
M.=M .. l lJ M.= M .. J Jl 
Fig. 4 
' External work = internp-1 work# where the external work is due 
to the loads and reactions• and the internal w<Fk being the strain , ,:,: 
energy due to bending only: 
= ( EQ lI C-1) 
where: 
UL = External work due to loads. 
= External work due to reactions. 
Strain energy due to bending only. 
Selecting M.# and M. as the redundant moments and differen-
1 J 
tiating EQ II C-1 with respect to these redundant moments:t deforma-
tion EQ 1s are obtained. 
Thus: 
o + auR 
aM. 
J 
(EQ II C-la) 









where M (i) is given by EQ la. 
X 
where: 
UR = R .. A,. + Mi B. 1y 1y l 
R. A. + M. 8. 
JY JY J J 
e. = angular rotation at i. 
l 
e. = angular rotation at j. 
J 
A, = vertical displacement at i .• 1y 
Ajy = vertical displacement at j. 
R. and R. are given by EQ's 2a#> 2b. iy JY 
15 
After proper substitutions and rearranging~ deformation 
equations follow: · 











. J J 
i 
BM (i) x' dx 
X 
L.EI J X 
(EQ II C-2a) 






:: -Mf x x 1 dx 
1 L. 2EI J X 








+ M. J x 2 dx 




BM (i)x dx 
x (EQ II C-2b) 
L.EI J X 
Replacing again the above integrals by their values given in 
table I, the equations above can be written as: 
A. +A. iy JY 
L. 
J 
+ e. = FiJ' M. - Gi. M. + 'Ti. (L) + 'T,. (H) 
1 1 J J J lJ 
( EQ II C-3a ) 





( EQ II C-3b ) 
Solving these two equations simultaneously for end moments 
M. and M., and denoting: 
1 J 
( EQ II C-4) 
( EQ II C-5) 
/ 
M. M .. F .. e. + G .. :: :: __J2:_ 
-2:L 1 lJ N 1 N. 
F .. 
+ Gij e. + M. = M .. = e. lJ 
J Jl N J N i 
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e. + F .. +G .. i/1 + -F .. -/~L-a .. 'T~~) Jl lJ Jl lJ + lJ Jl J N N 
(H) (H) 
-F .. 'Ti. +G .. 'T .. (EQ II C-6a) 
+ Jl J lJ Jl N 
G .. + F .. (L) (L) i/1 + -G .. 7 .. +F .. 7 .. lJ lJ lJ lJ lJ Jl 
N 
(H) (H) 
+ -G .. 7.. + F .. 'T .. lJ lJ lJ Jl 
N 
N 
(EQ II C-6b) 
where each function is denoted as in the following table .Il. 
Using the notation of: 
FM.. ·~· FM .. (L) + FMi. (H) 
lJ lJ J (EQ II C-7a) 
FM .. = FM .. (L) + FM .. (H) 
Jl Jl Jl {EQ II C-7b) 
and writing the equations II C-6a and II C-6b by the nomenclature of 
tableII~ the general slope deflection equation is presented: 
M .. :: K .. e. + CK .. e. +FM .. + FM .. (A) 
lJ lJ 1 Jl J lJ lJ (EQ II C-8a} 
M .. = K .. e. + CK .. e. +FM .. + FM .. (A) 
Jl Jl J lJ 1 Jl Jl (EQ II C-8b) 
The condition of continuity of the beam over the supports 
(M .. +M.k = 0) give one equation for each support. We, therefore al-Jl J 
ways have enough number of equations to be solved simultaneously for 
the unknown rotations at each support. Substituting the values of 
these rotations in the above slope deflection equations the final end 
moments are obtained. 
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BEAM FUNCTIONS TABLE II 
--- ~ - ·-· 
The stiffness factor K .. is the lJ 
K.. &!rad moment required at i to produce a unit rotation at i when end j is 
fixed. Fig. 5-a lJ ~. l ------
oJ G) Fig 5-a F .. 
K .. = Jl lJ N 
The stiffness factor K .. is the Jl 
e. = 1 rad moment required at j to produce 
--~-&~ 
unit rotation at j when end i is 
fixed. Fig. 5-b 
I (DA K .. CD F .. Jl 
K .. = lJ Fig 5-b Jl N 
The carry-over stiffness factor 
CK.. is the moment induced at 
e. = 1 rad lJ 
A-'--------
j due to a unit rotation at i when 
j is fixed. Fig 5-c 
G)~ 
ls. 
CD J K .. G .. lJ CK .. = lJ Fig 5-c lJ -w-
The carry-over stiffness factor 
e. = 1 rad CK .. is the moment induced at i 
CK.. J~ Jl due to a unit rotation at j when i 
is fixed. Fig. 5-d 0Jl ,..--· . 
f ---~ 
CD CD G .. Fig 5-d CK .. = lJ Jl N 
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T,A'.B~}E' If continued 
-···· .. ... ··-(LJ (L) 
FM.(L) -F .. 'T.: ·+ G .. T .. ',. 
= 
Jl lJ lJ Jl 
·•· .o •- .·· . :: ..•. ·. · ...... (L), lJ N 
· r:B'h~ fixed end moment FM; .. ,. 
(L) . •.'• ,. . . . .. ·. .'. . lJ 
FM.(L) _ bf ,the beci,m a.t i due to external FM .. loads; Fig 5-e · 
lJ -i--- 1 l~ Jl (1 ~ 
-- 0 CD Fig. 5-e CD 
The fixed end moment FM.~L) (L) .1. (L) Jl 
-G .. 7.. , F .. 'T .• 
FM.~L) of the beam at j due to external lJ lJ lJ Jl = N Jl loads. Fig. 5-e 
FM.(H) 
- F .. 'T. :(H)+ G .. T .. (H) 
= 
Jl lJ lJ Jl 
lJ N The fixed end moment FM. ~H) lJ 
FM.(H) FM~~) 
of the beam at i due to prestress 
Fig. 5-f lJ Jl (~ _01) 
CD Fig. 5-f G) The fixed end moment FMAH) 
{H) (H) of the beam at j due to prestresE 
-G . . T.. + F . . 'T .. 
FM.~H) 
Fig. 5-f lJ lJ lJ Jl 
= N Jl 
FMJ6 ) 
F .. +G .. 
:::: Jl lJ if; 
The fixed end moment FM. ~A) lJ N lJ (Mg:,.) FMt) of the beam at i due to displace-ment of supporix at i. 
Fig. 5-g 
& ==z::::::j) The fixed end moment FM. ~A) 
Fig. 5-g ~ Jl of the beam at j due to displace-
ment of support at j. 
G .. + F .. 
FM.(.A) 
Fig. 5-g 
lJ Jl if; = N Jl 
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(II n) MOMENT DISTRIBUTION 
Considering_ the equilibrium of the beam at the support j: 
B M. :: M.. + M 'k = 0 J Jl J 
( EQ II D-1) 
The above end moments in form of the slope deflection equa-
tions are: 
M .. - K .. e. + CK .. 8. + FM .. Jl Jl J lJ 1 Jl (EQ II D-2a) 
Mjk = K.ke. + CK .. ek + FMjk J J lJ (EQ II D-2b) 
The effect of rotation of the beam at j due to unequal fixed end 
moments on the two sides, when the beam is fixed against rotation at 
i and r can be represented by the following equations: 
M .. Jl ~ K .. e. + FM .. Jl J Jl 
(EQ II D-3a) 
= K.ke. + FM.k 
J J J 
(EQ II D-3b) 
Substituting the above equations to EQ II D-1 for their end-moment 
values we have: 
e. (K .. + KJ.k) = - (FM .. + FM.k) J Jl Jl J 
denoting 
Kji + Kjk = BK. J 
and,, 
FM .. + FM.k = BFM. Jl J J 







(EQ II D-4) 
(EQ II IJ-5a) 
/ 
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By a similar approach the effect of rotation of beam at sup-
ports i and k, etc., when the beam is fixed against rotation at corres-





1 (EQ II D-5b.) 
(EQ II D-5c) 
then, substituting these values back in equations II D-2a,. II D-2b: 
where: 
M .. = Jl 
K.. CK .. 
Ek EFM. + EKlJ EFM. + FM .. 
. J . 1 Jl J 1 
(EQ II D-6a) 
K.k 
M =~ jk EK. 
C~. 
EFM. + EK J 
J J k 
(EQ II D-6b) 
K .. 
__E_ :: D .. D .. is the distribution factor • EK. Jl Jl J (EQ II D-7) 
CK .. 
Jl 
= CDji CD .. is the carry over distribution EK. Jl J factor. 
(EQ II D-8) 
then, the equations above become: 
M.. = D .. !:FM. + CD .. !:FM. + FMJ.i (EQ II D-9a) Jl Jl J Jl J 
22 
where the fixed end moments are due to loads~ settlement of supports, 
and prestressing, and they are shown by their equivalent expressions 
in Table II. 
Starting with the fixed end moments as the end moments, nu-
merical procedure of balancing each joint when other joints are treated 
as fixed, and carrying over their effects on adjacent joints~ can be 
established which on repeated operations converges to tl:e final end 
moments. 
The procedure is fully illustrated in the numerical example. 
CHAPTER III 
ILLUSTRATNE NlJMERICAL EXAMPLE 
The selected structure below will be analysed by the four me-
thods presented previously. 
£~~~h~~~h~~-A~---J14 (~ ® @) ® ® 
i 45 1 0 ~ 58' 0 ( 58' 0 l 45'=0 i 
General Layout 
General Data: 
"Del Valle St. Pedestrian Over Cross",, bui~t recently by 
California State Highway Department,, a four span continuously pres-
tressed pedestrian overcrossing with constant moment of inertia is 
considered as shown on the drawing sheet. The drawing she~t con-
tains a detail drawing of typical cross sections"' position of prestres-
sing cable~ computed eccentricities of steel,,. influence lines due to 
prestressing and live load. 
Loads: 
Gravity load (GL) = 1. 46 3 k/ft. 
Uniform 1ive load (UL) = 0. 45 k/ft. 
Prestressing by "Roads Incorporated" 
!Ii = 3,, 369 k 





fc; :::: 4500 psi at 28 days 
fct = 0.40fc 1 
fcb = 0 
Units: 
/ 
All moments., all shearsJ and all dimensions are in (k-ft)., 
(k) and (ft) respectively., unless specifiecl.. 
,\l:·', .. 
Loading Conditions Studied·· 
l 1 
A B C 
Condition I 
for Maximum Moment at B 
I 
A B C 
Condition II 
fpr Maximum Moment at C 
1 













for Positive Moment at Center of Spans DE,.or BA; . 
BC or en-
Fig. 6 
. (III-A) VIRTUAL WORK METHOD 
Calculation of Elastic Constants: 
Angular Flexibilities (Table I) 
For constant moment of inertia: 
FBA = FDE 
L 45 15 
- 3EI = 3EI = EI 
•' 
FBC = FCB = FCD = FDC 
58 19.33 




Angular CarryO'ver Values (Table I) 
Fo:r consta)flt moment of inertia: 
Angular Load Functions (Table I) 
For constant moment of inertia aid due to uniformly distributed load 
of intensity w = 1 k/ft: 
(1) ( 1) WL 3 (1)(45)3 = 3796.88 
7 BA = 7 DE = 24E1 = 24EI EI 
( 1) (1) (1) 
= 
(1) WL 3 
= 
(1) (58)3 







Angular Prestress Functions (Table I; and refer the drawing) 
Due to H = 1 kip: 
Applying the conjugate beam method; 
(H) _ H [ Moment of He diagram on AB about B, J 
TAB - LEI 
1 
= 4~5~E~I- [ (7. 61) (6.18) - (O.e86) (23. 05) - (1.10)(31. 391 
+ (0.805) (42.64) J 
(H) :::: (1)(24.10) = o. 535 = T (H) 





.H [ Moment of He diagram on AB J 7 BA TDE LEI about A. 
1 [<o. 805)(2. 36) - (1.10) (13, 61) J 
=45EI 
:... (0. 986) (21. 94) + (7i 61) (28. 51) 
(H) 
TBA :;: 













H !Area of 1/2 He J 
= EI Ldiagram on BC. 
3.19 
= '""Er 
Calculations for Different Combinations of Loading and Prestress$ng. 
An·gular Load Functions due to Gravity Load. 
(GL) = (GL) _ l 463 3796. 88 = 5555 TBA TDE - . X EI EI 
T (GL) = 
BC 
(GL) = (GL) _ (GL) = 
TCB TDC - TCD 1. 463 X 81~! 66= 
27 
(GL) (GL) + (GL) 
E'TB = TBA TBC 
= 5 5 5 5 + n, 8 94 = 11, 44 9 
EI EI EI ( from EQ II A-7b) 




Angular Prestress Functions due to Hi. 
n\) 




(H.) 4 05 
















= TBA + TBC (from EQ II A-7c) 




= 2T CB 




Angular Load Functions due to Combinations of Gravity 
Load and Initial Pre stress. 
(GL + Hi) = 17,449 + 24,391 = 41,840 
ETB EI EI 
(GL + Hi) = 23,788 + 21,494 = 45,282 
ETC EI EI 
28 
Angular Prestress Functions due to Hf: 
(Hf) 
is not required in this case. 7 AB = 
(Hf) (Hf) 
2., 8 64 X 4.05 = 11,599 7BA = 7DE 
::: 
EI EI 
(Hf) (Hf) ("Hf) (Hf) 
2; 864 X 3.19 7BC = 7CB 




(Hf) (Hf) . (Hf) 
(from EQ II A-7c) ETB = 7BA + 7BC 
11,599 + 9.,136 20,735 
= = EI EI 
(Hf) (Hf) 2(9,.136) 18., 272 
ETC = 27CB = = EI EI 
Angular Load Functions due to Combinations of Gravity 
Load and Final Prestress. 
(GL+Hf) =17.,449+20,735 = 38,184 
E-rB EI EI 
42,060 
EI 
Combination of Gravity Load and Initial Prestressing. 
= 
Substituting the num·erical values in the simultaneous equa-
tions., EQ II A-8, and multiplying throughout by EI. 
MB (34. 33) + MC (9. 66) + 41., 840 = 0 
MB (19. 32) + MC (38. 66) + 45., 282 = 0 
29 
Solving the two unknown support moments by determinants 
we get: 
, .... 
~4. 33 9. 66 JDet. 1140. 46 == = 19.32 38.66 
[ (-41, 840) 9. 6~ 
MB == I-45,282) 38.6 == -1034. 76 
1140. 46 
[ 34. 33 -41, 840 l 
_1_9_._3_2 ___ -~4_5 ,~2_8_J_ = _ 6 54 . 2 8 
1140.46 
Combination of Gravity Load and Final Prestressing. 
Similar to the procedure above we have, for the case of Hf' 
MB (34. 33) + MC (9. 66) + 38, 364 = 0 
MB (19. 32) + MC (38. 66) + 42,060 == O 
[ (-38,184) 
-42, 060 












Maximum Negative Moment at B Due to Uniform Live Load Only: 
Using Condition I~ Fig. 6. 
Angular Load Functions. 
(UL) 1708. 59 
7 BA = 3796. 88 X 0.45 = EI 
(UL) (UL) 
= 8129, 66 X 0, 45 7 BC - 7 CB 
(UL) 
7 CD = 
(UL) 
7 DC = 0 
(UL) 
7 DE = 3796, 88 X 0. 45 
1708. 5 9 
=-~~-EI 








Substituting the numerical values in the simultaneous equa-
tions, and solving these equations by Gauss's * Elimination Method 
final support moments are obtained. 
MB (34. 33) + MC (9. 66) + 5366. 94 = 0 
MB (9. 66) + MC (38. 66) + MD (9. 66) + 3658. 35 = O 
Mc (9. 66) + MD (34. 33) + 1708. 59 = 0 
* See Salvadori and Baron, "Numerical Methods 
in Engineering", pp. 17-20$ Prentince-Hall, Inc.$ N. J. 
1959. 









Reading the matrix: 
MD= -35.65 

























MB "'" -156. 33 - (0. 281) (-50.16) = -142. 24 
Final Results for Maximum Negative Moment at B. 
Combinations of: GL + Hi + UL for Condition I. 






M = -1177.00 B 
Combinations of: GL + Hf + UL for Condition I. 
GL + Hf = -938.12 
UL = -142.24 
= -1080. 36 
MB = -1080. 36 
32 
Maximum Negative Moment at C due to uniform Live Load Only: 
Using Condition II, Fig. 6. 
Angular Load Functions . 
.,, 7 (UL) = 3658. 35 = .,, (UL) 
w B EI w 7 D 
(UL) 7316.70 
"'7 = 
w C EI 
Symultaneous EQ' s 
The resulting three moment equations for this condition, 
written simultaneously, are: 
MB (34. 33) + MC (9. 66) + 3658. 35 = O 
MB (9. 66) + MC (38. 66) + MD (9. 66) + 7316. 70 = 0 
+ MC (9. 66) + MD (34. 33) + 3658. 35 = O 
Representing these equations in matrix form: 
MB MC MD 7 
(UL) 
34. 33 9.66 0 -3658. 35 
9.66 38.66 9.66 -7316. 70 
0 9.66 34. 33 - 3658. 35 










reading the above matrix for the end moments: 
MD = -62.00 
MC :::: -174.94- (0. 268) (-62. 00) 




Final Results of Maximum Negative Moment at C 
Combinations of: GL + Hi + UL for Condition II. 
GL + H. .~ -654. 28 
1 
UL = -158. 32 
-812. 60 
M = -812. 60 C 
Combinations of: GL + Hf + UL for Condition II. 
GL + Hf = -619. 23 




For Maximum Positive Moments at Center of Spans BA, or DE; 
BC, or CD Due to Uniform Live Load Only., Using Condition III, 
Fig. 6. 
Angular Load Functions. 
'T (UL) = 7 (UL) = 7 (UL)_ 7 (UL)_ O AB BA CD - DC -
(UL) _ (UL) = 3658. 35 
7 BC - 7 CB EI 
1708. 59 
= EI 
Symultaneous Equations . 
MB (34. 33) + MC (9. 66) + 3658. 35 = 0 
MB (9. 66) + MC {38. 66) + MD (9. 66) + 3658. 35 = 0 
+ Mc (9. 66) + MD (34. 33) + 1708. 59 = 0 
34 
putting in matrix form: 
MB Mc MD 7
(UL) 
34. 33 9.66 0. -3658.35 
9.66 38.66 9.66 -3658.35 
0 9.66 34.33 -1708.59 
Solution of the matrix by Gauss's elimination gives the sup-







Reading the above matrix for: 





- 7 3. 13 
- 31.60 
MC = -73.13 - O. 2687 (-31. 60) = -64. 64 
MB - -106. 56 - O. 281 (-64. 64) = -88. 40 
Final Moments at Center of Spans BA, or DE: BC, or CD. 
Span DE is considered: 
Combinations of GL + H. + UL which will produce positive 
maximum moments at the center of span. 
MD + M-i)UL) = -1034. 76 - 31. 60 = -1066. 36 
Therefore, the moment at the center of the span due to MD 
is -533.18. 
The moment of a simple beam at the center due to uniformly 
wL2 distributed load is 8 
(1. 913) ( 4 5) 2 
8 
Plugging the values in we get: 
= + 484. 22 
35 
The moment of a simple beam due to prestressing only is the 
He. Therefore: 
Hie = \;8 x (3, 369) = - 387. 43 
Superimposing these three cases, the final moment due to 
the above conditions is: - 436.39 
Combinations of GL + Hf + UL producing maximum posi-
tive moment at center of span. 
MD + M~UL) = -938.12 - 31.60 = -969.72 
Therefore, at center of span the moment is -484;;,86. 
The moment of a simple beam at the center due to the uni-
formly distributed load was + 484. 22. 
The moment of a simple beam due to final prestressing only: 
Hfe = \]8 x (2, 864) = - 329. 36 
Adding these values together the final moment due to the con-
dition above is: -329. 36 
Spans BC or CB is considered: 
Combinations of GL + Hi + UL which will produce positive 
maximum moments at the center of spans. 
End moments are: 
MB + M~UL) = -1034. 76 - 88. 40 = -1123.16 
MC + M~UL) = -654, 28 - 64. 64 = -718. 92 
Moment at center of span due to MB is = -561. 58 
' Moment at center of span due to Mc is = -718. 92 
36 
The moment of the simple beam at the center of tte span , 
loaded by distributed uniform load only: 
1. 913 (58)2 
8 = + 804. 42 
The moment of the simple beam due to the initial prestress 
only: 
= -1037.65 
Adding these values together we obtain the final moment due 
to above conditions, the moment being equal to -1154. 27. 
Combination of GL + Hf + UL producing maximum positive 
moment at center of spans. 
End moments are: 
88. 40 = -1026. 52 
MC+ M~UL) = -619.23 - 64.64 = -683.87 
Moment at center of span due to MB is = -513. 26 
Moment at center of span due to MC is = - 341. 94 
The moment of the simple beam at the center of the span, 
loaded by distributed uniform load only: + 804. 42 
Moment of a simple beam due to final prestress only: 
He = f 
3.69 
12 X (2, 864) = -882.11 
Adding these values together we obtain the final moment due 
to above conditions, the moment being equal to -932. 89. 
/ 
(IIIB) CARRY OVER METHOD 
Calculation of Elastic Constants: 
Angular Flexibilities (Table I) 
The values are already calculated. See page 25. 
Angular Carry Over Factors 
The values are already calculated. See page 2 5. 
Moment Carry Over Factors 
( EQ's II B- lb, and IlB-lc) 
= rDC = 
-GBC 
-9.66/EI 





-0. 2814 rCB rCD = EFB 34. 33/EI 
Algebraic Carry Over Tables 
mB = mD - 1 TABLE Illa 
Sunnorts B C D 
-
. 
C.0.F. b C d e 
S. M 1 
" 
0 0 
1st C. O.M. I'\ b' ,; ~ 
2nd C.O.M. be ~ ' / be 
3rd C.O.M. I" 2 
1
,; b (bc+e ) < 
2 be (bc+e ) / ~d (bc+e 2) 
.. 
1-de b bd 
E Y. . Y. -y:-
... + 
M (B) .I. M {B) .1. M (B) Final Moment B C D 
37 
38 
The table demonstrates that the moments form infinite con-
vergent geometric series. 
Y 1 = 1 - be - de 
Y l = 1 - (0. 2498) (0. 2814) - (0. 2814) (0. 2498) 
yl = 0.8594 
M (B) _ 1- (0. 2498) (0. 2814) = 1. 0818 
B 0.8594 
M (B) = (0. 2498) (0. 2814) 
D 0.8594 = 0. 0818 
(B) -0. 2498 M = = -0.291 C G.8594 
me = 1 TABLE IIIb 




-C.0.F. b C d e 





I 1st C. 0. M. C I / d ! 




3rd C. 0. M. _c_(bc + de) ~ " .... I / d (be + de) ·----
:'), {be + de) 2 < I 4th C.0.M. 
2 / '\ 2 5th C. 0. M. c (be + de) d (be + de) 
. 
. 
C 1 d 
I ---r Y, Y. 
,. . (C) i .L 
Final Moment 
:I 
M (C) M (C) M~ r n 
/ 
39 
M(C) -0. 2814 
-0.3274 = = B 0.8594 
M (C) 1 1.164 = = C 0.8594 
M.tC) -0, 2814 = -0.3274 = 0.8594 
Angular Load Functions 
The angular load functions for the uniformly distributed load,. 
and for the different cases of loading are already computed. 
See Page 
See page 
Angular Prestress Functions 
The angular prestress functions are already calculated 
Starting Moments (EQ II B- la) 
S. M. due to GL: 
(GL) _ (GL) 
mB - mD 





(GL) __ 7 BC + 7 CD 




S. M. due to Hi: 
(H.) (H.) 
1 1 












- -615. 31 
- 24,,. 391 __ 
34.33 






7"CB .. + 7 CD . ··21 ·494 
- , ; ,. _.,_ '5·55· 98 BFC -·- ~~- - .• ···• = 
:-"'. 
S. M. due to Hf 
(Hf') (Hf) 




Final Support - Moment Equations 
MC = m M (B) + m M (C) + m M (D) 
B C C C D D 
MD = m M (B) + m M (C) + m M (D) 
B D C D D D 
Combination of GL + H. 
~~~~~~~~~1
Starting Moments 
mB = mD = -1218. 76 
me = -1171.29 
Final Moments due to above conditions: 
MB= (-1218. 76) (1. 0818) + (-1171. 29) (-0. 3274) + (-1218. 76) (0. 0818) 
MB = -1318. 45 + 383. 48 - 99. 695 
MB = MD = -1034. 67 
41 
MC = (-1218. 76) (-p. 291) + (-1171. 29) (1.164) + (-1218. 76) (-0. 291) 
MC = + 354. 66 - 1363. 38 + 354. 66 
MC = -654.06 
Combination of GL and Hf 
Starting Moments 
mB = mD :::: -1112. 26 
m = -1087. 94 C 
Final Moments due to above conditions: 
MB = (-112. 26) (1. 0818) + (-1087. 94) (-0. 3274) + (-1112. 26) (0. 0818) 
MB = -1203. 24 + 356.19 - 90.98 
MB C: -938.03 = MD 
Mc :: (-1112. 2 6) (- O. 2 91) + ( -1 O 8 7 . 9 4 ) (1. 16 4 ) + (-1112 .. 26) (-0. 291) 
:: 323. 67 - 1266. 36 + 323.67 
MC = -619.02 
Ma~im~~-N~g_~~ive Mom·ent at B Due to Uniform Liv'.e Load Only: .. 
Using. Conditioril I, fig. 6 •... 
Angular Load Functions 
The angular load functions for this case are already worked 
out. See page 
Starting Moments 
(UL) + (UL) 




-~3-4-. ~3 3~ = -156. 33 
42 
(UL) 
(UL) -TCB -3658.35 
-94.63 me = = = EFC 38.66 
(UL) 
(UL) - 7 DE 
= 
-1708. 59 
-49.77 mD ::: = EFD 34. 33 
Moment equations due to above conditions: 
MB = (1. 0818) (-156. 33) + (-0. 3274) (-94. 63) + (0. 0818) (-49. 77) 
M(UL) 
B = -142.21 
Final results of maximum negative moment at B . 
Combinations of GL + Hi + UL for Condition I_,, 
(GL + H.) 
M 1 + M(UL) ::: -1034.67 -142.21 = -1176.88 B B 
Combinations of GL + Hf + UL for Condition I. 
(GL + Hf) (UL) 
MB + MB = -938. 03 - 142. 21 ==· -1080. 24 
Maximum negative moment at C due to uniform live load only: 
Using Condition II~. Fi). 6.; 
Angular Load Functions. 
The angular load functions for this case are already calculat-
ed. See page 
Starting Moments 
. (UL) _ 7 BC 
~ - - EFB = 
-3658.35 
34.33 = -106.56 
= 
= 








Moment equations due to above conditions: 
43 
-189.26 
MC= (-106.56) (-0.291) + (-189.26)(1.164) + (-0.291)(-106.56) 
Mc= 31.01 - 220.30 + 31.01 
Mc = -158. 26 
Final results of maximum negative moment at C. 
Combinations of GL + H. + UL for Condition II. 
~~~~~~~~~~-1~~'--~~~~~~~-
.· (GL + Hi) (UL) -
Mc + Mc - -654. 06 - 158. 26 = -s12. 26 
Combinations of GL + Hf + UL for Condition II. 
(GL + H) 
M f + M (UL) 
C C :::: -619. 02 - 158. 26 = - 777. 28 
For maximum positive moments at center of spans AB or DE; BC, or 
CD Due .to Uniform Live. Logd Only,~ U$i1:1g-,Cpndition III, Fig. 6. 
Angular Load Functions. 
The angular load functions due to uniform live load for this 
case are computed already in page 
.. 




(UL) 7 BC -3658.35 
-106.56 mB = - = 34.33 = EFB 
(UL) 
(UL) 7 CB -3658.35 
·= 
-94.63 me = - = EFc 38.66 
(UL) 
(UL) 7 DE - 1708. 59 
= - 49. 77 mD = - = EFD 34.33 
Moment equations due to above conditions: 
M~UL) = (-106. 56)(1. 0818) + (-94. 63)(-0. 3274) + (49. 77)(0. 0818) 
= -115.28 + 30.98 - 4.071 
M~UL) = -88. 37 
MC·· (-106.56) (-0.291) + (-94,63) (1.164) + (-49 .• 77) (-0.291) 
= + 31. 01 - 11 o. 15 + 14. 48 
M~UL) = -64. 66 
MD = (-106. 56) (0. 0818) + (-94. 63) (-0. 3274) + (-49. 77) (L.0818) 
= -8.72 + 30.98 - 53.84 
Mg14),,, - 31. 58 
Final Support Moments . 
Combination of GL + H. + UL~. 
~~~~~~~~~1,--~-,-,--
(GL + H.) 
'MB 1 + MJUL) = -1034. 67 - 88. 37 = -1123.1 04 
45 
M~GL + Hi) + M~UL) = -654, 06 - 64 .. 66 = -718. 72 
(GL + H.) 
MD 1 + MriUL) = -1034.67 - 31.58 = -1066.25 
Combinations of GL + Hf + UL for condition III. 
(GL + Hf) IUL) 
MB + MB = -938103 - 88. 37 = -1026. 40 
(GL + Hf) M (UL) = 
Mc + C -619.02 - 64.66 -· -683,68 
(GL + Hf) 'UL) 
MD + MD = -938. 03 - 31. 58 = -969. 61 
Once the above support mo,ments are calculated the pro-
cedure of superposition in finding the moments in the center of the 
spans is exactly the same as for previous methods 1 so that part of 
the procedure will not be illustrated again. 
(III C) SLOPE DEFLECTION 
Calculation of elastic constants. 
Angular Flexibilit_~~_. 
FBA = F AB = 15/EI 
19, 33 
= --===--EI 
Angular Carry Over Values. 
G - L 
AB - 6EI 
45 
= 6El 





See page 25. 
See page25 . 
Evaluation of Constant N. (EQ II C-4) 
NAB = NBA = FAB FBA - GAB GAB 
= (15 )2 (7. 50)2 168.75 - = 
EI2 
NBC = NCB = FBC FCB - GBC GBC 
= 





Stiffness Factors(From Table II). 
KAB = KBA = = 
15 
= O. 888 EI 168.75 
46 
19.33 
KBC = KCB = 280. 32 = 0. 689 EI 
Carry Over Stiffness Factors (From Table II). 
CK = CKAB = 




GBC 9,66 O. 345 EI = = ::: 
- NCB 280.32 
Fixed End Moments (From Table II). 
Due to unit loading. 
(1) (1) 
F BA 7 AB + 7 BA GAB GAB- FAB FM (l) 
AB NAB 
::: 'T cc 




= 3796.88 :;: 
(1) (1) 
GBA7 AB + FBA7 BA 
NAB 
(1) (1) 
F CB 7 CB + GBC 7 CB 
= 
NBC 
( -FCB t GBC) 
NBC 
8129.66 (-19.33 + 9.66) 




= -280. 44 
-GBC 7 BC + FCB7 CB 
280.32 = + 280. 44 
48 
Due to GL. 
FMAB = -168.74 X 1. 463 - -246.86 
FMBA = +168.74 X 1. 463 = +246.86 
FMBC - -280.44 X 1,463 = -410.28 
FMCB :::: +280.44 X L 463 = +410.28 
~_p.~1ar Prestress · Fuilctions. 
Due to Unit;y. 
::: :::: 
0.535 
7 AB 7 ED EI 




7 CB = 7 CD = 7 DE = 
3.19 
7 BC EI 
Due to "Initial Prestressing. 
= ::: 3,369 (0. 535) = 1802.42 7 AB 7 ED El 
7 BA 




:::: TCB :::: TCD ::: TDC ::: 
10,747 
EI 
Due to Final Prestressing. 




Due to H._. 
(H.) 









FM 1 = BC 
(H.) 
= 
1 FMCB = 
(H ) (H.) 
F AB 7 AB i + GAB7 BA 1 
NAB 
15 {1802. 42) + 7. 50 (13,644) 
= 446.18 - 168.75 
G (H.) 
BA7 AB 1 + F T (Hi) BA BA 
NAB 
(-7.50} (1802.42) + {15} (13,644} 
16"8. 75 = 1132. 69 
(H.) 
(-FCB + GBC) l 7 CB 
NBC 
9,136 (-19. 33 + 9. 66) 
(280. 32) = -370.74 
+370.74 




FBA7AB + GAB 7 BA 
NAB 
15 (1532. 24} + 7, 50 {11, 599. 2) = + 379. 26 
168.75 
G (l!f) + F 'T (Hf) BA7 AB BA BA 
NAB 
(-7.50) ( 1532.24) + 15 {11,599.2) = + 963.84 
= - - 168.75 
. .It"·: 
50 
::: +315. 16 




+ FMAB +446. 18 246.86 +199.32 FMAB ::: - :: 
(H.) (GL) 
l 
FMBA +1132.69 + 246.86 +1379.55 FMBA + :: = 
(H.) 
FM (GL) 1 + -370.74 410.28 -781. 02 FMBC = - = BC 
(Hi) 
+ FM (GL) FMCB = CB +410.28 + 370.74 = +781. 02 
Slope Deflection Equations: 
MAB = O. 888 EI8 A + O. 4444 EI8B + FM AB = MED 
MBA = O. 888 EIBB + O. 4444 EI8 A + FMBA = MDE 
51 
Final Support Moments due to GL + H .. 
~~~---=--~~~~~~~~~~-1 
From condition of support equilibrium; 
MBA + MBC = 0 = 1. 5770 EIOB + 0, 4444 EHJ A 
+ (1379. 55 - 781. 02) 
MAB= 0 = 0.4444EIOB + 0.8889EIBA + 199.32 
Solving the simultaneous equations for EIOB and Ere A 
respectively by determinants: 
Eie = A 
[ 598. 53 o. 4444] 
199. 32 o. 8889 -443. 45 
[ 1. 5770 
0.4444 
0. 4444] · ' - ;..,. 1. 204 ~ 
0.8889 
[ 1. 5770 598. 53] 
0.4444 199. 32 
1. 2043 
_ ·. -48. 34 
-· 1:2043 
= -368.22 
= -40. 14 
Substituting the values of Em A and EI8B back to the original 
slope deflection equations, the final support moments due to above 
conditions are obtained: 
MBA = (0. 888 9) (-368. 22) + (0. 4444) (-40. 181) + 1379. 55 
MBA = + 1034. 40 
= 0, 345 EI8B + 7B 1. 02 
= o. 345 (-368. 53) + !7·81.02 
= +653. 98 
\. 
;f 
Fixerl·~end moments due to combination of GL + Hf" 
(Hf) 
+ FM (GL) +379.26 - 246. 86 FMAB = = AB 
(Hf) FM (GL) +963.84 + 246.86 FMBA + = = BA 
(Hf) 
+ FM (GL) -315. 16 410.28 FMBC = - = BC 




Final support moments due to combination of GL + Hr 
From condition of support equilibrium: 
MBA + MBC = O = 1. 5770 EHJB + O. 4444 EHJ A + 
+ (1210. 70 - 725. 44) 
MAB = 0 = 0. 4444 EHJB + O. 8889 EIO A + 132. 40 
52 
Solving the equations for EI6 A and EIOB simultaneously 
we have: r -485. 26 0. 4444] 
L-132.40 0.8889 
-372.51 
= = -309.32 
1. 2043 1. 2043 
[1. 5770 +485. 26J 
0.4444 +132.40 + 6. 86 
::: = + 5. 70 
1. 2043 1. 2043 
EIB == A 
Substituting the values of EHJ A and EHJB back to the original 
slope deflection equations, the final support moments due to above 
conditions are obtained. 
53 
MBA - (0. 8889) (-309. 32) + (0. 4444) (5. 70) + 1210. 70 
MBA = +938. 28 
MCB = 0. 345 (-309. 32) + 725. 44 
618.72 
Maximum Negative Moment at B due to Uniform Live Load Only: 
Using Condition I, Fig. 6. 




-FBA7 AB + GAB 7 BA 
NAB 
::: 
-15 (1708. 59) + 7. 50 (1708. 59) 
168.75 
FM (UL)= -75.94 
AB 
Similarly, 




FM (UL) = 
BC 
(UL): 
-FCB 7 BC ·.+GBC 7 CB 
NBC 
= 3658.35(-19.33+9.66) = 
280.32 
FM (UL) = + 126. 20 
CB 




Slope Deflection Equations. 
MBA + MBe = O 
0. 4444 Em A + 1. 5779 EI8r( + .0. 345 Eiee -:- 50. 26 
1. 378 Erne + 0. 345 EreB + 0. 345 EieD + 126. 20 
M = O AB 
1. 578 EI8D + 0. 345 Erne + o. 4444 EieE - 75. 94 
MAB = 0. 8889 EI8 A + O. 444 EieB - 75 .• 94 = 0 
MED = 0. 8889 EieE t O. 4444 EieD + 75. 94 = O 
Expressing these equations in matrix form and solve for 
the unknown slopes by Gauss elimination: 
EieA FM's 
0.8889 0.4444 0 0 0 + 75. 94 
0.4444 1. 578 0.345 .0 0 + 50. 26 
0 o. 34 5 1. 378 0. 345 0 - 126. 20 
0 0 0.345 1. 478 0.4444 +75.94 
0 0 0 0.4444 0.8889 - 7 5. 94 
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Representing the matrix in upper triangular matrix form: 
EWA EIBB Erne EI8D EI8E FM's 
. 1 0,4999 0 0 0 85.43 
0 1 0.2544 0 0 9.06 
0 0 1 0.267 0 -100.26 
0 0 0 1 0.2991 + 74. 38 
0 0 0 0 1 -144.15 
and solving for EI8's: 
EH~ = 144. 15 E 
EI8D = (0. 2991) (144. 15) + 74. 38 = +117.50 
EI8C = -100.26 + 0.267 (117. 50) = -131.63 
EI8B = 0.2544 {-121.63) + 9.06 = + 42. 54 
EI8A = o. 4999 {42. 54) + 85.43 = +64.17 
Substituting the values of EI8's back to the original slope deflection 
equations the support moment BA due to above conditions becomes; 
MBA == 0. 8889 {42. 54) + O. 4444 (64. 17) + 75. 94 
MBA = + 142. 27 
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Final Results For Maximum Negative Moment at B. 
Combinations of GL + H. + UL for Condition I. 
(GL + Hi): . . . "(ULJ 
MBA + MBA ·· ='.- + 1034 •. 40 + 142. 27 = + 1176. 67 
Combinations o-f GH + Hf + UL for Condition I. 
(GL + Hf) (UL) - -
MBA + MBA - + 938. 28 + 142. 27 - + 1080. 55 
Maximum Negative Moment at Support C Thie to Uniform Live Load 
Only: Using Condition II Fig. 6. 
Fixed End Moments. 
FM (UL) = FM (UL) = FM (UL) = FM (UL) = 0 
AB BA DE ED 
FM (UL) = FM (UL) = -126. 20 
BC CD 
FM (UL) = FM (UL) = +126 20 
CB DC · 
Slope Deflection Equations. 
= 0 
O. 4444 EI8 A + 1. 578 EIOB - 126. 20 = 0 
and~ 
MAB = 0, 8889 EI8 A + O. 4444 El8B - O 
Solving the two symultaneous equations for EI8 B b~ d~te;r;mtJ:19:nts: 
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[ o. 8889 o J Q,4444 126.20 
1. 2(}43 
112. 17 
= 1. 2043 = + 93 ~.14 = 
substituting the value of El8B to the original slope deflection equation 
for the support moment: 
Mc~UL) = O. 345 (93. 14) + 126. 20 - O 
M (UL) = +158. 33 CB 
Final Results For Maximum Negative Moment At C. 
Combinations of GL + H. + UL for Condition II. 
~~~~~~~~--'~1~~~~~~~~~-
(H. + GL) . :- . (UL) 
MCB 1 · : + MCB ,·, "*· '+ 653 .. 98 + 158. 33 = + 812. 31 
For Maximum Positive Moments at Center of Spans BA or DE; BC 
or CD Due to Uniform Live Load only: Using Condition .III, Fig .. 6. 
Fixed End Moments. 
FM (UL) 




BC = -126.20 
FM (UL) 
= +126.20 CB 
FM (UL) 




= - 75. 94 DE 
FM (UL) 
= + 75. 94 ED 
/ 
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Slope Deflection Equations. 
MAB = 0. 8889 Eie A + O. 4444 EI8B 
MBA + MBC = O 
o. 4444 Em A + 1. 5779 EieB + o. 345 Erne - 126. 20 
McB + Men = 0 
1. 378 Erec + 0. 345 EI8B + o. 345 EI8D + 126. 20 
1. 578 EI8D + O. 345 E!ee + O. 4444 EI8E - 75. 94 
O. 8889 EI8E + O. 4444 El8D + 75. 94 
Expressing the above equations in matrix form and solve for the un-
known El8's by Gauss elimination: 
El8A El8B EI8c EI8D EI8E FIM's 
0.8889 0.4444 0 0 0 0 
0.4444 1. 5779 ··.o •. 3:45 0 0 +126.20 
(., 
0 0.345 1. 378 0.345 0 -126.20 
0 0 0.345 1. 578 0.4444 + 75. 94 
0 0 0 0"4444 0.8889 - 75. 94 
Putting the matrix in upper triangular matrix form: 
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EieA EIOB Erne EIBD EIOE FM's 
1 0.4999 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0.2544 0 0 + 93. 07 
0 0 1 0.267 0 -122.63 
0 0 0 1 0.2991 + 79. 58 
0 0 0 0 1 - 147. 28 
Reading the matrix for the solution of EIO's: 
EIBE = - 147. 28 
EI00 = 79.58 + o. 2991 (147. 28) i;:- 123.63 
Erne = -122.63 - o. 267 (123. 63) = -155.64 
EIOB = 93.07 + o. 2544 (155. 64) - + 132. 66 
EIOA = -0. 4999 (132. 66) = -66.32 
Substituting the values of the EIO's above, to the original sope deflec-
tion equations for the final support moments: 
M (UL) 
= (0. 4444) (-66. 32) + o. 8889 (132. 66) = 0 BA 
M (UL) 
BA = + 88. 45 
M (UL) 
= o. 689 (-155. 64) + o. 345 (132. 66) + 126. 20 CB 
M (UL) 
= + 64. 73 CB 
; 
MD~UL) = O. 8889 (123. 63) + O. 4444 (-147. 28) -75,:,194 
M (UL) = -31. 50 
DE 
Final Support Moments. 




(GL + Hi) + M (UL) 
MBA BA = 1034. 40 + 88. 45 = + 1122. 85 
(GL + H.) 
1 
MCB + M (UL) = + 653. 98 + 64. 73 CB = +718.71 
(GL + Hi) (UL) 
MDC + MDC = + 1034. 40 + 31. 50 = + 1065. 90 
Combination of GL + Hf + UL for Condition m. 
(GL + Hf) (UL) 
MBA + MBA = + 938. 28 + 88. 45 = +1026. 73 
(GL + Hf) M (UL) 
MCB + CB = +618. 72 + 64. 73 = +683. 45 
(GL + Hf) (UL) 
MDC + MDC = + 938. 28 + 31. 50 = + 969. 78 
Once the above support moments are calculated the proce-
dure of superposition in finding the moments in the center of the spans 
is exactly the same as for previous methods, so that part of the pro-
cedure will not be illustrated again. 
(III-D) MOMENT DISTRIBUTION 
Calculation of Elastic Constants. 
Stiffness Factors. 
For constant moment of inertia: 






45 = O. 08889 EI 
KBC == K = 4EI 
CD LAB 
4 EI 
= 58 = O. 06897 EI 
Modified Stiffness Factors. 
K'AB == K'ED == i x 0, 08889 == O. 06667 EI 
Distribution Factors. (EQ II D-7) 
0.06667 
o. 06667 + o. 06897 = -O. 4915 
DBC = 
0.06897 
- 0.. 13'564 
DCB = 
0.06897 
- o. 13794 
Carry Over Factors. 







4 EI/ L = 0,5000 
Fixed End Moments. 
Calculated already in the slope deflection method • 
. Moment Distribution Tables, (N) 
Due to GL ... 
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Due to symmetry: 
TABLE Na 
Spans AIB, BA BC CB 
D -0.4915 ·-0. 5085 
C. 0 ~ F 0.500 -o. 500 
(GL) 






+389.95 -389.94 +420.45 
Due to H .• 
---1 
Due to symmetry: 
Spans AB 
D 
C. O. F. 0.500 
(H.) 
FM 1 +446 .. 18 
-446.18 
Due to Hf" 





























·.,:, ... :, 











Final Results of Maximum Negative Moment at B. 
Combinations of GL + H. + UL for Condition I. 
~~~~~~~~~~-1~~~~~~~~~~
(GL + H.) 
MB 1 + M~UL) = 1034. 69 + 142. 32 = - 1177. 01 
Combinations of GL + Hf + UL for Condition I. 
+ M (UL) 
B = 938. 54 + 142. 32 = - 1080. 86 
Maximum Negative Moment at C Due to Uniform Live Load Only: 
Using Condition II Fig. 6. 
Due to Symmetry: 
TABLE IV d 
Spans. BA BC CB 
D -0.4915 -0. 5085 -0.500 
C. 0. F. 0.500 0,500 
F. M. -126.20 +126.20 
+62.03 +64. 17 
32,09 
158.29 
Final Negative Moments At Support C: 
Combinations of GL + H. + UL for Condition II. 
~~~~~~~~~~-1~~~~~~~~~~~ 
( GL + Hi) (UL) 
Mc + Mc = - 654. 20 + 158. 29 = -812. 49 
Combinations of GL + Hf + UL for Condition II. 
(GL + Hf) (UL) 
Mc + Mc ... -618. 89 - 158. 29 = -777.18 
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Maximum Negative Moment at B due to uniform 
live load only; Using condition I.,. Fig. 6. TABLE IVe 
Shpports B C D 
Spans BA BC CB CD DC DE 
D - 0.4915 - 0. 500 - .ct 500 - 5.00 - . 5085 - 0.4915 
~-
c. 0. 0.5 0.5 Q.5 0.5 
+113.91 -126.20 +126.20 0 0 -113. 91 
+ 6.04 + 6. 25 - 63. 10 - 63. 10 + 57. 92 + 55.99 
- 31. 55 + 3. 13 +28.97 -31. 55 
+ 15. 51 + 16.04 - 16. 03 -16.03 +16.04 + 15.51 
- 8: .. 15 + 8:. 02 + 8. 02 - 8. 15 
+ 4. 01 + 4. 14 - 8.02 - 8.02 + 4.01 = 4. 14 
- 4.01 + 2.07 + 2.07 - 4. 01 
' 
+ 1. 97 + 2.04 
-
2.07 - 2.07 + 2.04 + 1. 97 
---
- 1. 04 + 1. 04 + 1.04 - 1. 04 
- -
o. 51 + 0.53 - 1. 04 - 1. 04 + 0.53 + 0,51 
- 0.52 + 0.27 + 0.27 - 0.52 
--
+ 0.26 + 0,26 - 0.27 - 0.27 + 0.26 + 0.26 
- 0. 14 + o. 1_3 . + 0. 13 - 0. 14 
+ 0.07 + 0.07 - o. 13 - o. 13 + 0.07 + o. 07 
- o. 08 + 0.04 + 0.04 + 0.08 
+ 0.04 + 0.04 - 0.04 - 0.04 - 0.04 ..., o. 04 
- 0.01 + , o. 02 + 0.02 + o. 01 
+142. 32 -142.32 + 50. 20 - 5_!), 18 + 35. 51 - 35. 50 
/ 
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/ For Maximum Positive Moments at,center of spans BA 
or De; BC or CD due to UL only; Using Cond. III, Fig. 6. TABLE IVf 
Joint B Joint C Joint D 
BA BC CB an. DC DE 
D -0.4195 -0.5085 -0.500 -0.500 -0.5085 -0.4915 
C.0.F .. 0.5 0.5 o. 5 0. 5 
FM(Ul l 
',. -126.20 +126. 20 0 0 -113. 91 
+61 2, 03 +64. 17 -63. 10 -63. 10 +57.92 +55.99 
-31. 55 +32.09 +26. 96 -31. 55 
.,· +15.51 +16.04 -30.53 -30.53 +16.04 +15.51 
-15.27 +8. 02 +8.02 -15.27 
+7.51 +7.76 -8. 02 -8. 02 +7.76 +7.51 
-4.01 +3. 88 +3.88 -4. 01 
1. 97 +2.04 -3. 88 -3.88 +2 .. 39 +1. 97 
-1.94 +l. 02 +l. 02 -1. 94 
+0.95 +o. 97 -1. 02 -1.02 +0.97 +0.95 
-0.51 +0.49 +0.49 -0.51 
+0.25 +0.26 -0.49 -0.49 +0.26 +0.25 
-0.26 +o. 13 +o. 13 +0.26 
+o. 13 +o. 13 -0. 13 -0. 13 +o. 13 +o. 13 
-0.08 +0.08 +o os -0.08 
+o. 04 +o. 04 -0. 08 -0. 08 +0.04 +0.04 
-0.04 +0.02 +0.02 -0 04 
+0.02 +0.02 -0. 02 -0. 02 +0.02 . +o. 02 
+88.41 -88.42 +64.66 -64.67 +31. 54 -31. 54 
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Final Support Moments. 
Combination of GL + H. + UL for Condition III. 
~~~~~~~~~-1~~~~~~~~~~-
= -1034. 69 - 88. 41 = -1123. 10 
= -654.20 ~ 64.66 = -718. 86 
(GL + H.) (UL) 
MD 1 + MD = -1034. 69 - 31. 54 = - 1066. 23 
Combination of GL + Hf + UL for Condition III. 
(GL + Hf) (UL) 
MB + MB = -.938. 54 - 88. 41 = - 1026. 95 
+ M (UL) = -618. 89 - 64. 66 = -683. 55 C 
(GL + Hf) (UL) 
MD + MD = -938. 54 - 31. 54 = -970. 08 
Again, once the above support moments c4re calculated the 
procedure of super position in finding the moments in the center of 
the spans. is exactly the same as for previous methods, so that part 
of the procedure will not be illustrated again. , 
(III-E) INFLUENCE LINES 
The object of this part is to determine the safe concentrated 
live load (P) that can be put on the second span. 
The influence lines for the moments at various points on the 
second span due to the concentrated unit live load on the second span 
will be determined as well as the moment influence lines of supports 
Band C. 
The method for the computations of the influence lines is 
selected to be the carry over method. 






































Load in Second Span. 
M = M(B) 
B B 
MB = -0.0315 
('P) 1 






+ M (C) 7 CB = C I:FB C I:FC 




M = M (B) 7 BC + M(C) 7 CB D D I:FB D I:FC 
MD = -0. 00238 
(P) 
7 BC + 0.00847 
(P). 
7 CB 
The bending moments over the supports due to unit load in the 
third and fourth spans are obtained by symmetry. 
The final moments MB, Mc• MD may now be easily obtained 
by substituting the values 'T from Table I into the formulas stated 
above as shown in Tables :e/-a and 6i---b., 
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COEFFICIENTS ' END SLOPE TABLE V 
P=l 
! 
Lm t L(l-m) l ! l 1 
G) CD 
~ L i 
2 
T .. = PL m (1-m) (2-m} ,, where t 1 = m (1-m)(2-m) lJ 6EI 
PL21' (1-m 2) 
1 where t 2 
2 T .. = - m (1-m ) lJ 6 EI 
t 1 and t 2 are the angular load function coefficients. 
m tl t2 TBA TBC TCB 
0.1 0.171 • 099 33.41 95.88 55.10 
o. 2 0.288 0.192 64.80 161. 48 107.65 
o. 3 o. 357 0.273 92.14 200.17 153.07 
0.4 0.384 0.336 113.40 215.31 188.40 
o. 5 0.375 0.375 126.56 210.26 210.26 
0.6 0,336 o. 384 129. 60 188.40 215.31 
0.7 0.273 0.357 120.49 153.07 200.17 
I 
o. 8 o. 192 0~288 97. 20' 107., 65 161. 48 
/ 
0. 9 0.099 0.171 57cc, 71 55.51 95.88 
SUPPORT MOMENT INFLUENCE VALUES 
Load in 1st or 4th Span 
'TBA = 1\IIB MC 
m 337. 5 t2 
-0. 0315 .,.BA +O. 00848 .,. BA 
,EI 
0.0 0 0 0 
0.1 33.41 - 1.052 + 0.2833 
0.2 64.80 
- 2.041 + o. 5495 
0.3 92.14 - 2.902 + 0.7813 
0.4 113.40 - 3.572 + 0.9616 
0.5 126. 56 · - 3.986 + 1.0732 
, 
0.6 129.60 - 4.082 + 1.0990 
0.7 120.49 - 3. 795 f + 1.0218 
0.8 97.20 - 3.062 + 0.8243 
0.9 57.71 - 1.818 + 0.4894 




-0. 00238 'TBA 
0 1.0 
- 0.0795 0.9 
- 0.1542 0.8 
- 0.2193 0.7 
- 0.2699 0 .. 6 
- 0.3012 0.5 
- 0.3085 0.4 
- o.i868 0.3 
- 0.2313 0.2 







SUPPORT MOMENT INFLUENCE VALUES 
-
Load in 2nd or 3rd Span 
'TBC = 'TCB = MB MC 
m 
-0. 0315 +0.0085 +0. 0085 -0. 0301 
560. 7tl 560.7t2 TBC 'TCB E 'TBC 'TCB 
0;0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.1 95.88 55.10 - 3.020 0.466 - 2.550 + 0.813 - 1.659 
0.2 161.48 107.65 - .5.086 0.912 - 4.174 + 1.369 - 3.240 
·. 
0.3 200.17 153.07 . - 6 .. 305 . 1.297 - 5.010 + 1.697 - 4.607 
0.4 215.31 188.40 - 6.780 1.596 - 5.184 + 1.824 - 5.671 
-
0.5 210.26 210.26 - 6.620 1.781 - 4.840 + 1. 783 - 6.328 
0.6 .188.40 215.31. . - 5.930 1.824 - 4.106 + 1.598 - 6.481 
0.7 153.07 20U.17 - 4.820 . 1.697 - 3.123 + 1.298 - 6 .025 
.. 
0.8 107.65 161.48 - 3.390 • 1.367 - 2.020 + 0.913 - 4.861 
0.9 55.51 95.88 - 1. 750 • 0 .812 - 0.938 + 0.471 - 2.885 
1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
MD MC 
MD 
-0.0024 +0.0085 E 7 BC 7 CB 
0 0 0 
- 0.846 - 0.228 + 0.466 
- 1.871 - 0.384 + 0.912 
- 2.910 - 0.476 + 1.297 
- 3.847 - 0.512 + 1. 596 
- 4.545 - 0.500 + 1. 781 
- 4.883 - 0.448 + 1.824 
- 4.727 - 0.364 + 1.695 
- 3.948 - 0.256 + 1.367 
- 2.414 - 0.132 + 0.812 





+ 0.238 0.9 
+ 0.528 0.8 
+ 0.821 0.7 
+ 1.084 0.6 
+ 1.281 0.5 
+ 1.376 0.4 
+ 1.331 0.3 
+ 1.111 0.2 






I Bending Moment Influence Values for the 
I Load on 2nd or 3rd Span TABLE VII 
Formulas used in Tables VII 







M ·- MB ...L. (M - 1\/L ) ID + L (1 - Q) mL . C :B 
Denoting the constants 'Y ~. r, for tabulation: 
M :::;: MB + ')'ID+ r/ ID mL 
m>Q I (ID - Q) M - MB + 'YID + r/ ID - L m'L 
i Q = 0. 1 TABLE VIIa 
MB 'YID r,ID -L (ID-Q) r: 
0.0 - 2.5500 0 0 - 2.5500 
0.1 ~ 2.5500 + 0~1704 + 5.2200 + 2.8404 
r·---0. 2 
- 2,5500 + 0.3408 +10.4400 
-
5.8000 + 2 .4308 
BI - 2.5500 + 0.5112 +15.6600 -11. 6000 + 2,0212 - 2.5500 + 0,6816 +20.8800 -17.4000 + 1.6116 4 
0.5 - 2.5500 + 0.8520 +26.1000 -23.2000 + 1.2020 
·-"·----
0.6 - 2.5500 + 1. 0220 +31. 3200 -29.0000 + 0.7920 
0.7 - 2.5500 + 1.1928 +36. 5400 -34.8000 + 0.3828 
---····-
0.8 - 2.5500 + 1.3632 +41.7600 -40.6000 - 0.1027 
0.9 - 2.5500 + 1. 5340 +46.9800 -46.4000 - 0.4360 
1.0 - 2.5500 + 1. 7040 +52.2000 -52.2000 - 0.8460 
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TABLE VIIb 
Q = 0. 2 
MB 
')'ID rim -L (m-Q) E 
0.0 - 4.1740 0 0 - 4.1740 
0.1 - 4.1740 + 0.2303 + 4.6400 + 0.6963 
.. --- ·-- ·-------~·· ...... -·---~-
0.2 
-
4.1740 + 0.4606 + 9.2800 + 5. 5660 
0.3 
-
4.1740 + O .6909 +13.9200 - 5.8000 + 4.6360 
. --1---
-
0.4 - 4.1740 + 0.9212 +18. 5600 :...11.6000 + 3.7072 
. ····-··----
0.5 - 4.1740 + 1.1515 +23.2000 -17.4000 + 2.7775 
















1.0 - 4.1740 + 2.3030 +46.4000 -46.4000 - 1.8710 
-
- ··--
Q = o~:3 . TABLE vn C 
lYIB ')'ID rim -L (m-Q) ... E 
0.0 
-




0.1 - 5.0100 + 0.2100 + 4,0600 - 0.7400 
0.2 
-









5.0100 + 0.6300 +12.1800 + 7.8000 
--..................... ,.~- ........ 
---···-······--·=····-····-~ .. - .. ~ ____ ..... ·-·~---.. - ...................... 




5.0100 + 1.0500 +20.3000 -11.6000 + 4.7400 
0.6 
-
5.0100 + 1.2600 +24.3600 -17.4000 + 3.2100 
-
0.7 - 5.0100 + 1.4700 +28.4200 -23.2000 + 1.6800 
··-··------·· ·-
0.8 - 5.0100 + 1.·6800 +32.4800 -29.0000 + 0.1500 
0.9 - 5,0100 + 1.8900 +36. 5400 -34.8000 - 1.3800 
/ 
--
1. 0 - 5.0100 + .2.1000 +40.6000 -40.6000 - 2.9100 I 
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TABLE VII:d 




')'ID r,m -L (m-Q) E 
.__ 
0.0 - 5.1840 0 0 - 5.1840 
0.1 
-
5.1840 + 0.1337 + 3.4800 
- 1.5700 
0.2 - 5.1840 + 0.2674 + 6.9600 + 2.0430 
0.3 




5.1840 + 0.5348 +13.9200 + 9.2710 
0,5 
- 5.1840 + 0.6685 +17.4000 - 5.8000 + 7.0850 
0.6 
- 5.1840 + 0.8022 +20.8800 -11.6000 + 4.8980 
0.7 - 5,1840 + 0. 9359 +24,3600 -17.4000 + 2.7119 
-·-------· -·-- -·--·--· 
0.8 
-






- 5.1840 + 1.2033 +31.3200 -29.0000 - 1.6607 
1.0 
-
5.1840 + 1.3370 +34,8000 -34.8000 
- 3.8470 
. ··----
Q = 0. o TABLE Vll·e 
















4.8400 + 0,0885 + 8.7000 + 3.9485 
--·------·-------
0.4 - 4.8400 + 0.1180 +11.6000 + 6.8780 
0.5 - 4.8400 + 0.1475 +14,5000 + 9. 8075 
0,6 
- 4.8400 + 0,1770 +17.4000 - 5.8000 + 6.9370 I 
0.7 
-
4.8400 + 0. 2065 +20.3000 -11.6000 + 4.0665 I 
/ 
0.8 - 4.8400 + 0.2360 +23,2000 -17.4000 + 1.1960 I _.__ ____________ 
·------------
I 0.9 - 4,8400 + 0,2655 +26.1000 -23.2000 - 1.6745 
-
1.0 - 4,8400 + 0.2950 +29.0000 -29,0000 - 4.5450 
7S 
TABLE Vll·f 
Q = 0.6 
MB 
'YID nm -L (m-Q) E 
0.0 - 4.1060 0 0 
-
4.1060 
0.1 - 4.1060 - 0,0777 + 2.3400 - 1.8437 
0.2 - 4.1060 - 0.1554 + 4.6800 + 0.4186 
0.3 - 4.1060 - 0.2331 + 7.0200 + 2 .6809 
0.4 - 4.1060 - 0.3108' + 9.3600 + 4.9432 
0.5 
-
4.1060 - 0.3885 +11. 7000 + 7.2055 
0.6 - 4.1060 - 0.4662 +14.0400 + 9.4678 
0.7 - 4.1060 - 0.5439 +16.3800 - 5.8000 + 5.9300 
0.8 -A.1060 - 0.6216 +18.7200 -11.6000 + 2.3920 









··- -. . . -.. ,r~- 'tL\f" " . ··-'!' ..... -........ TABLE VII'.g 
.. 
MB ym nm -L (m-Q) E 
0.0 - 3,1230 0 0 - 3.1230 




- 0.3208 + 3.4800 + 0.0362 
0.3 - 3.1230 
-
0,4812, + 5.2200 + 1.6158 
0.4 - 3.1230 
-
0,6416: + 6.9600 + 3 .1954 
0.5 
- 3.1230 - 0.8020·· + 8.7000 + 4.7750 
0.6 - 3.1230 
-
0.9624 +10.4400 + 6 .3546 
0.7 - 3.1230 - 1.1230 +12.1800 + 7.9340 




5,8000 + 3. 7140 . 
0.9 - 3.1230 
-
1.4436 +15.6600 -11.6000 
-
0. 5066 . 
/ 
1.0 - 3.1230 - 1.6040 +17.4000 -17,4000 - 4.7270 
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TABLE VITh 
Q = 0. :8 
MB 'YID Y]ID -L (ID-Q) E 
0.0 - 2.0230 0 0 - 2.0230 
0.1 - 2.0230 - 0.1925 + 1.1600 - 1.0560 
0.2 - 2.0230 - 0.3850 + 2.3200 - 0.0880 
0.3 - 2.0230 - 0.5775 + 3.4800 + 0.8795 
0.4 - 2.0230 - 0.7700 + 4.6400 + 1. 8470 
0.5 - 2.0230 - 0.9625 + 5,8000 + 2.8145 
-··· 
0.6 - 2.0230 - 1.1550 + 6.9600 + 3.7020 
0.7 - 2.0230 - 1.3480 + 8.1200 + 4.7490 
0.8 - 2.0230 - 1. 5400 + 9. 2800 + 5.7170 
0.9 - 2.0230 
-
1.7330 +10.4400 - 5.8000 + 0.8840 
1.0 - 2.0230 - 1.9250 +11.6000 -11.6000 + 3.9570 
: ,, 
Q = Ow :9 TABL~ Vlli 
MB 'YID Y]ID -L (ID-Q) E 
0.0 
- 0.9380 0 0 - 0.9380 
0.1 - 0.9380 - 0.1476 + 0.5800 - 0.5056 
--· 
0.2 - 0,9380 - O .2952 + 1.1600 - 0.0732 
0.3 - 0.9380 - 0.4428 + 1. 7400 + 0 .3592 
0.4 - 0.9380 - 0.5904 + 2.3200 + 0.7916 
-
0.5 - 0.9380 - 0.7380 + 2.9000 + 1.2240 
0.6 - 0.9380 - 0.8856 + 3.4800 + 1.6564 
0.7 - 0.9380 - 1.0330 + 4.0600 + 2.0890 
0.8 - 0.9380 
-
1.1808 + 4.6400 + 2.5212 
0.9 - 0.9380 - 1.3284 + 5.2200 + 2.9540 
1.0 - 0.9380 - 1. 4760 + 5.8000 + 3 .38q0 
I 
Determination of Safe Load P: 
Allowable Stress Conditions. 
t fc = O. 40 f'c: = O. 40 x 4500 = 1800 psi 





1404 in. 23., 933 in 4 5. 308 in 6. 692 in 4509 in 3 3., 576 in 3 
Girder Moment at 0. 5 L. 
Areas for the moment influence lines for MB and Mc are 
calculated by the trapesoidal area approximation method., thus: 
Area for Mc· 
2 
4.5 p.0834)x 2 -5.8 (29.91) x 2 = -283.206 FT 
Area for MB. 
-4. 5 (26. 31) - 5. 8 (40. 387) + 5. 8 (8. 45) -4. 5 (1. 988) = 
2 
= -312. 575FT 
Thus multiplying the areas by the intensity of gravity load: 
Mc"' 1.463x - 283.206 = - 414.330 
MB = 1. 463 x - 312, 576 :: - 457. 299 
2 
The moment due to simple beam at the center is W~ = 
= + 615. 19 
By superposition the value at 0, 5L is obtained to be: 
MG = 179. 376 x 12 = 2, 15.2J, 440 # in. 
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Moment due to Live Load. 
Form the maximum moment ordinate of the influence line due 
to concentrated load in the second span: 
9.8075 P x 12 = 117.69P 
Stress Equation: 
The stress equation in a prestress concrete beam from the 
application of external loads and the prestressing force is given as: 
t H. H.e MG ML 
+ 
l l + (EQiF-1) fH.T = j\ - ~ ~ +--zt 1 
b H. H.e MG ML +--1 + 1 (EQ F-2) fH.T "' ~ zb z;-A l 
t I Hf Hfe + 
MG 
+ 
ML (EQ 1 F-3) fH T ::: ·1· j\ ~ f zt zt 
b 
~: ... Hf Hfe MG ML (EQ F-4) fH T "' ~ + z:- - -zb - z;;--f b 
representing each term with its numerical value and considering 
both cases of initial and final prestressing = 
H. 3,369,000 1 




= 2,039.89 psi A 1404 
Hie _ 3,369,000 (3. 69) 
~ - 4509 - 2757.06psi 
80 
H.e 3, 369, 000 (3. 69) 
= 3476. 40 psi 1 = 3576 zb 
Hfe 2,864, 000 (3. 69} 
= 2344.02 psi z;- . - 4509 
Hfe 2 864, 000 (3. 69} 
= 2954.86 psi :: 
' 3576 ~ 
MG 2,152,440 
= 477.365 psi = 4509 z;-
MG 2,152,440 
= 601. 912 psi = 3576 zb 
ML 117.69P 
= 0. 02610 P = 4509 z;-
ML 117.69P 
= o. 0329 P ~ = 3576 
0.55 X 4500 = 2475 psi :t 0. 55 X f'c = fH.G = 
1 
b 
= 0 psi fH.G 
1 
t 
= 1800 psi fH G 
f 
b 




Considering (+) for compression, and with the above values 
substituting in the stress equation the value for P can be determined: 
Due to Hi for the Top Fiber Stresses. 
2475 = 2,399.57 - 2757. 06 + 477. 37 + o. 02610 P 
2355. 12 = 0, 0261 P 
90.23 = P 
Due to H. for the Bottom Rib.er Stresses. 
----1-------------
0 = 2, 399. 57 + 3476. 40 - 601. 9 - o. 0329 P 
5274. 06 = +O. 0329P 
160. 30 = P 
Due to Hf For the Tb_p Fiber Stresses. 
1800 = 2039, 89 - 2344. 02 + 477. 365 + o. 02610 P 
1626.8 = 0.0261 P 
62.33 = P 
Due to Hf For the Bottom Fiber Stresses. 
0 :: 2039. 89 + 2954, 86 - 601. 912 - o. 0329 P 
4392.84 = 0.0329P 
133, 52 :: P 
The Safe Concentrated Live Load: 
P = 62. 33 
CHAPTER IV 
COMPARISON AND CONCLUSION 
The general equations of the four selected methods of analy-
sis, namely the 
(1) Virtual Work 
(2) Carry Over 
( 3) Slope- Deflection 
(4) Moment Distribution 
including the effect of prestressing, were derived in such a way that 
. (L) (H) the angular functions F .. , G .. , 'T , 'T , etc., would remain common lJ lJ 
in all the expressions of these methods. 
The derivations included expressions for starting moments, 
and fixed-end moments,in terms of 'T's, the end slopes of a simple 
beam due to load or prestress, was easily evaluated by considering 
the conjugate beams of simple spans loaded with ~; diagrams. 
This is certainly more advantageous than finding equivalent loads due 
to prestress to evaluate these functions, since He diagram itself is 
completely known. 
Tables with coefficients for the above mentioned angular 
functions for beams with variable moment of inertia, for dead load, 
uniform live load, and unit live load are prepared in Reference (15). 
As the derivations of all the methods contained in this work 
are in terms of these angular functions the procedure of analysis by 




Fundamentally the derivation for each method used the condi-
tion of consistent deformation and established continuity of elastic 
curve over the supports. 
The method of Virtual Work results in a set of Three Moment 
Equations to be solved symultaneously. In general this method is 
simple and easily applicable for a reasonable number of continuous 
spans. 
The slope Deflection Method is particularly useful when set-
tlements of supports or given rotations of any ends are involved. This 
method has the advantage of good physical interest in as much as it 
leads to the iterative procedures like the Moment Distribution. 
As said above the Method of Moment Distribution is a numeri-
cal method of balancing the support moments on either side.- of each 
support. 
The Method of Carry Over Moments is also a numerical me-
thod of successive approximations, which again can be carried out to 
a desired degree of accuracy. This method differs from the method 
of Moment Distribution in relaxation technique as well as the concept 
of approach. 
The method is obviously superior to that of Moment Distri-
bution as it doesn't contain any distribution of moments. 
The regular carry over tables reduce to almost half of the 
size of those in moment distribution, since the carry over factors are 
usually very small and the convergence is rapid. By the use of Alge-
braic Carry Over Tables the labor is more simplified. and yields 
a greater degree of accuracy. 
84 
This method is simple and especially handy for an increasing 
number of spans. 
As illustrated in the numerical example; this method has 
easy means of calculations for influence lines> which is an important 
factor in considering continuous spans .• 
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